
A CONSTRUCTION FOR ABSOLUTE VALUES
IN POLYNOMIAL RINGS*

BY

SAUNDERS MacLANE

1. Introduction. An absolute value or "Bewertung" of a ring is a function

||6|| which has some of the formal properties of the ordinary absolute value.

More explicitly, for any 6 in the ring, ||6|| must be a real number with the

propertiesf

NI -11*11-INI»    II*+ 41 s 11*11 + INI-
If the second inequality holds also in the stronger sense

||6 + c\\ ¿max (||6||, ||c||)

then the value ||6|| is called non-archimedean (Ostrowski [17], p. 272). The

thus delimited non-archimedean values are of considerable arithmetic inter-

est. They are useful in questions of divisibility and irreducibility and in fact

often correspond exactly to the prime ideals of the given ring. This paper is

devoted to the explicit construction of non-archimedean values. More spe-

cifically, given all such values for the field 7? of rational numbers, we con-

struct all possible values of the ring R[x] of all polynomials in x with coeffi-

cients in R.

In treating a non-archimedean value it is convenient to replace ||a|| by a

related "exponential" value

Va = - log ||a||,

with corresponding forms (§2) of the formal properties of V (Krull [13], p.

531, and [14], p. 164). All possible non-archimedean values of the field of

rational numbers have been determined by Ostrowski ([17], pp. 273-274).

For every prime p there is a p-adic exponential value F0 in which the value

of any rational number is obtained by writing the number as paiu/v), where

u and v are prime to p, and setting

(1) Vo[p"iu/v)] = ka,

where k is any fixed positive constant. This value we denote by the symbol

[F0/> = &]. The only other value F is a trivial one, in which Va is zero for a¿¿0.

* Presented to the Society, April 20, 1935, under the title, Abstract absolute values and polygonal

irreducibility criteria; received by the editors June 28, 1935.

f See Kürschák [15]. (Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.)
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On this basis we can determine all possible values in the ring of polyno-

mials with rational coefficients. Any such value W gives a />-adic or trivial

value V0a= Wa for the rational numbers and a value p= Wx for the variable

x. These facts alone give a first approximation V\ to the value W, as follows:

ViiúnX" + an-.ix"-1 + . . . x a„)

= min [V0an + np, V0an-i + (» — l)p, • • • , V0a0].

This Vx is actually a value and is never larger than W. If V\ is not equal to W,

we choose a <¿>(x) of smallest possible degree for which W4>ix) >Fx0(x). We

then define a second approximation F~2/(x) by using* the true value for </>(*).

In this manner we construct successive approximations V\, V2, V3, ■ ■ ■ which

in the limit will give the arbitrary value IF (§8).

The succession of values Vi, V2, ■ ■ ■ is defined in Part I for polynomials

with coefficients in any field K. This requires a general method (§§4 and 5)

of constructing a value Vk from a previously obtained value Vk-i. The value

given by the limit of such a sequence needs a special study (§7). Here, as in

§§8 and 16, we assume that every value of the field K is "discrete" ; that is,

that the real numbers used as values form an isolated point set, as in the case

of />-adic values.

Part II investigates the structure of the values which have been con-

structed. The central problem is the construction of the "residue-class field"

which arises when polynomials which differ by a polynomial of positive value

are put into the same residue-class. For the absolute values constructed in

Part I this field is determined by an inductive construction of the homo-

morphism of polynomials to residue-classes (§§10-14). This homomorphism

also yields a more specific description of how our values can be built up

(§§9, 13). Since a given value W can be represented in many ways by a se-

quence of approximations Vi, V2, V3, ■ ■ ■ , we treat in §§15 and 16 the

questions as to when two such sequences can give the same ultimate value W,

and how such a sequence can be put in a normal form.

Among the applications of this construction of absolute values we men-

tion the classification of irreducibility criteria of the Newton Polygon type.

The theorem of Eisenstein [4] states that a polynomial

/(*) = xn + a„-i*"_1 + a„_2xn-2 + ■ ■ ■ + a0

with integral coefficients a¿ is irreducible if each coefficient a¡ is divisible by

some fixed prime p, while the last term a0 is not divisible by p2. In terms of the

value V\ of (2) with p= i/n these hypotheses on/(x) become

* Similar "second-stage" values V, appear implicitly in the irreducibility investigations of Ore

[7], Kürschák [6], and Relia [l0].
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Vifix)  = FlX" =  Flflo < VylfliX*) (i =  1, •••,»-  1).

In this form a simple proof of the theorem can be given. The theorems of

Königsberger [5], Dumas [3], and Ore [8] are likewise related to the values

Vi. The second stage values V2 can be similarly applied to interpret the ir-

reducibility theorems of Schöneman [il], Bauer [l], Kürschák [6], and Ore

[7]. By using the general value Vk one can obtain a still more extensive irre-

ducibility criterion which includes all these previous theorems (MacLane

[16]), and which asserts that certain polynomials/(x) with irreducible homo-

morphic images of sufficiently high degree are themselves irreducible. Our con-

struction for absolute values can also be applied to give a new and complete

treatment of the problem of constructing the prime ideal factors of a given

rational prime in a given algebraic field.*

I. The construction of non-archimedean values

2. Elementary properties of values in rings. A ringf S is said to have a

non-archimedean value (for short, a value) F if to every element a^O in 5

there is assigned a unique real number Va with the properties

V(ab) = Va + Vb,        Via + 6) = min (Fa, F6).

These we call the product and triangle laws respectively. We assume also that

0 is assigned the value + oo, with the following conventions for any finite

number 7:

•y <   oo , oo+'y = 'y+0°   =   0°   +   0°   =   0°.

Two simple consequences of the product law are

(1) F(l) = F(- 1) = 0, F(-a) = F(a).

More important is the strengthened form of the triangle law :

(2) Va 5¿ F6 implies Via + 6) = min (Fa, F6).

For suppose instead that Va>Vb and F(a+6) >min (Fa, F6). Then

F6 = Via + 6 - a) = min (F(a + 6), Va) > Vb,

a contradiction.

Since we are using a value analogous to the negative logarithm of the

ordinary absolute value, a "small" absolute value will correspond to a "large"

* The application of the methods of this paper to the prime ideal construction is treated in an-

other paper (Duke Mathematical Journal, vol. 3 (1936), pp. 492-510.) The general irreducibility

criterion will be presented in a subsequent paper.

t Here and in the sequel "ring" means "commutative ring with unit element."
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value V. Hence we say that two ring elements a and ft are of the same order

of magnitude or equivalent* in V—symbol acoft(in V)—if and only if

Via - ft) > Va.

The product and strong triangle laws show that equivalent elements have

the same value and that equivalence is a reflexive, symmetric, and transitive

relation, provided the supplementary assumption! that OcoO be made. Two

equivalences

a co ft    and    c co d

can be multiplied to give

(3) ac co bd.

An element ft is equivalence-divisible in F by a if and only if there exists a

c in S such that

6 co ca    (in V).

If this is true, it remains true when a or ft is replaced by an equivalent ele-

ment.

The product law implies that a ring S with a value V must be a domain

of integrity. The value V may be extended to the quotient field of S by de-

fining, in accord with the product law,

(4) V\l = Va ~ Vb

for any elements a and ft ̂ 0 in S. One then obtains the

Theorem 2.1. Let S be a domain of integrity with the quotient field K. If V

is a value of S, then the function defined by (4) is a value of K. Conversely, every

value of K can be obtained in this way from one and only one value of S.

When S=K is a field, the set of all real numbers Va for a9*0 in 5 is an

additive group V, called the value-group of V. If the positive numbers of T

have a positive minimum ô>0, then the value V is said to be discrete.% In

this case the group Y is cyclic and consists of all multiples of 8. If all elements

not 0 have the value 0, then V is called trivial. Every ring has a trivial value,

while the />-adic values for the field of rational numbers are examples of dis-

crete values. Values of arithmetic interest are generally discrete.

* This term, used by Relia [10], is similar to Ore's "congruent modulo a polygon" ( [8 ], p. 270)

and Kürschák's "equipollence" ([6J, p. 185).

f Here and subsequently the element 0 plays an exceptional role.

X Krull [14], p. 171, and Hasse-Schmidt [12], p. 31.
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3. The first stage values. Our problem is this : Given all values of a field

K; to construct all values for the ring K [x] of all polynomials* in x with

coefficients in K. By Theorem 2.1, this is equivalent to determining all values

in the field Kix) of rational functions of x with coefficients in K. No gain in

generality would result were a ring 5 used instead of the field K.

As indicated in the introduction, the values for K[x] will be constructed

in stages. For the first step, take any value F0 for the field K and any real

number p, and then define a corresponding first stage value V\ for any poly-

nomial by the equation (2) of §1. In particular, this gives

Fix = p,        Vxa = Voa (any at K).

Hence we use the symbol [F0, Vxx = p] for the value Vi.

Theorem 3.1. If V0 is a value of K and p a real number, the function

Vi= [Vo, V ix = p] defined above is avalué of K[x].

This has been proved by Relia ( [10], pp. 35-36) and by Ostrowski ( [18],

p. 363). The latter calls x an "invariant element." A particularly simple Vi

arises when p= 0. On the other hand, if V0 is trivial and p <0, then

Fia(x) = M'deg a(x).

The symbol deg a(x) here and in the sequel denotes the degree in x of the poly-

nomial aix).

4. Augmented values. Our construction now proceeds to build a second

stage value on the basis of a first stage one ; or, more generally, a Mh stage

value from one at the stage k — 1. The process involved can be formulated

once for all : Given a value W for K [x] ; to construct an "augmented" value V

by assigning larger values to a certain "key" polynomial #(x) and to its

equivalence-multiples. The key polynomial <j>ix) must be suitably chosen.

Definition 4.1. A key polynomial </>(x) ̂0 over a value W of K[x] is one

which satisfies the following conditions:

(i) Irreducibility. If a product is equivalence-divisible in W by <£(x), then

one of the factors is equivalence-divisible by <?>(x).

(ii) Minimal degree. Any non-zero polynomial equivalence-divisible in W

by <f>ix) has a degree in x not less than the degree o/<£(x).

(iii) The leading coefficient] of <pix) is 1.

This key polynomial is to be assigned a new value

(1) F</,(x) = p > W4>(x).

* Henceforth all polynomials considered are to have coefficients in K, unless otherwise noted,

t This assumption, although unnecessary, will simplify the subsequent work.
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To find the new values of other polynomials, we use expansions in<p; that is,

expressions in powers of #(x) of the form*

(2) /(*) = /„(*)«" + /_i(*)*—l +■■■ + /„(*),

in which each coefficient polynomial/¿(x) is either zero or of degree less than

the degree of #(*). Any polynomial has one and only one such expansion,

which may be found by successive division by powers of <b. The new value

F/(x) is computed from the expansion thus :

(3) V[/.(*)*- + /m-i(x)^"-1 + • • • + /o(x)] = min [Wfi(x) + ip].

Here "min" with subscript i means the smallest quantity of the form

Wfiix)-\-ip, for i=0, 1, • • • , m.

Theorem 4.2. If W is a value of K[x], <£(x) is a key polynomial over W

and p is a real number satisfying (1), then the function V defined in (3) is also

a value of K [*]. V is called an augmented value, and is denoted by

V = [W, V<p = p].

Proof. The product and triangle laws for V must be verified.! We first

prove the triangle law for a sum/(x)+g(x). Let/ and g have the expansions

(2) and

(4) l(*)   = *»(*)*" + gn-li*)*"-1 +  • ■  •   + £„(*)

respectively. By adjoining zero coefficients we can make m—n. Hence /+ g

has the expansion

/(*) + «(*) = ¿ [/<(*)+ *<(*)]*"'.
i-0

By the definition of V and the triangle law for W,

Vif + g) = min [W(Ji + g¡) + ip] = min [min (Wfh Wg,) + ip]
i i

^ min [Wfi + in, Wgi + ip]

= min [min iWfi + ip), min (Wg, + ip) ],
> >

V(J+g) =min [Vf,Vg].

* We use (¡> as an abbreviation for (¡>{x), and similarly for other polynomials,

t The proof resembles one of Rella's ([lO], pp. 36-37); the product-law proof is an extension of

the Dumas-Kürschák-Ore proof for the Newton polygon of a product.
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To prove the product law we will use the quotient-remainder expression

for a polynomial/(x),

(5) fix) = qix)<p + rix),

where rix) is zero or of degree less than that of <¡>ix).

Lemma 4.3. If<p is a key polynomial over a value W of K [x], and if fix) ¿¿0

has the quotient-remainder expression (5), then

(6) Wrix) = Wfix),

(7) Wiqix)c¡>) = Wfix).

The inequality in (6) holds if and only if fix) is equivalence-divisible by <p in W.

Were the first conclusion (6) false, then Wfix) > Wrix) in (5) and the

definition of equivalence would give

rix) co (- qix))<p (in W).

Hence r(x)?¿0 is equivalence-divisible by <p, a contradiction to the minimal

property of <p and the restricted degree of r(x). The second conclusion (7) now

follows from (6) by the triangle law.

The third conclusion gives a test for equivalence-divisibility in terms of

ordinary division. When Wrix) >Wfix), then (5) shows/(x) equivalence-

divisible by <t>. Conversely, if /(x) is equivalence-divisible in W by <p, then

there exist polynomials A(x) and six) so that

fix) = A(x)4> + six),        Wsix) > Wfix).

If now the equality sign in (6) should hold, we would have

rix) = /(*) — qix)<i> = (A(x) - qix))4> + six),

with

Wsix) > Wfix) = Wrix),

making <j> an equivalence-divisor of rix), again a contradiction. The lemma is

proved.

Return to Theorem 4.2 and consider the product law first for a product of

two monomial expansions aix)<pl and 6(x)</>". Because of the limited degrees of

a(x) and 6(x), the product a(x)6(x) has an expansion with not more than two

terms,

(8) a(x)6(x) = cix)(j> + dix).

The product a(x)6(x) is not equivalence-divisible in W by <t>, for if it were, the

equivalence-irreducibility of <p (Definition 4.1) would require that one of the
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factors be equivalence-divisible by <p, contrary to the minimal property.

Lemma 4.3 and the triangle axiom yield then

W(c(x)<t>) =■ Wia(x)bix)) = Wd(x).

Since the new value of <f> exceeds the old value,

(9) Wcix) + p > W(o(x)bix)) = Wd{x).

The product under consideration has by (8) the expansion

(a(x)</.0(ft(*)4)u) = c(*)0«+«+1 + dix)<p'+";

hence the definition of V and the conclusion (9) give

F[(«(*)*')(*(*)*")] = min [Wcix) +p+ it + u)p, Wd(x) + it + u)p]

= Wdix) + it + u)p

= Wo(x) + tp+ Wbix) + up

= K(a(*)0«) + Vibix)p).

This is the product law for monomial expansions.

The product law for polynomials/(x) and g(x) with arbitrary expansions

(2) and (4) respectively is an immediate consequence. The product /(x)g(x)

has an expansion obtained by adding expansions of monomial products; hence

(10) Vif(x)gix))^Vfix) + Vgix).

To show that the equality holds, choose t and u as the largest integers with

Viftix)*') = F/(x),        V(gu(x)V) = Vgix)

respectively. The monomial case then shows* that the expansion of/(x)g(*)

has a term r(x)0i+u with the value Vf+Vg. The equality holds in (10), and

Theorem 4.2 is established.

5. Properties of augmented values. An augmented value V is never less

than the original value W. This characteristic property will now be estab-

lished. As a consequence the method used to compute V can be extended

(Theorem 5.2) in a way subsequently useful in §12.

Theorem 5.1. iMonotonicity.) The augmented value V= [W, V<b = p] makes

Vf(x) ^ Wfix)

for all polynomials fix) 9*0. The inequality sign holds if and only if fix) is

equivalence-divisible in W by <b. In particular, the equality sign holds whenever

the degree of <f>ix) exceeds that of fix).

* The details here omitted are given in Rella's proof.
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The proof is by induction on the degree m of the expansion of /(x) in <t>

(see §4, (2)). If m = 0, the definition of F shows F/(x) and Wfix) equal. If

m > 0, the quotient-remainder expression

(1) fix) = q(x)4> + rix)

indicates that g(x) has an expansion of degree m— 1 in <f>; hence the induction

assumption will be

Vqix) =■ Wqix).

The value of the first term on the right of (1), by §4, (1), and the quotient-

remainder Lemma 4.3, is

Viqix)<j>) = Wqix) + F0 > Wiq(x)<j>) =■ Wfix).

For the second term, the case m = 0 and Lemma 4.3 imply

Vrix) = Wrix) = Wfix),

where the inequality holds if and only if fix) is equivalence-divisible by <p

in W. The strong triangle law for V applied to (1) now gives the result (see

§2,(2)).

Theorem 5.2. If in the expression

aix) = a„ix)<t>n + an_i(x)^"-1 + ■ • • + a0(x)

the degrees of the a<(x) are not limited, but if no a<(x) is equivalence-divisible in

W by <j>, then the augmented value F= [W, V<p=p] is

Fa(x) = min [Wa¡ + ip] (j = 0, 1, • • ■ , n).
i

Proof. A quotient-remainder expression for each coefficient polynomial

gives

<**(*) = ?i(x)4> + r¿(x) (7 = 0, 1, • • • , n),

n n

aix) = Z Çiix)<t>i+1 + Z f<(*)*'.
t=o <—o

Lemma 4.3 shows that the second summation has a value

Vl   s. rob* I = min [Wr{ + ip] = min [Wai + ip]

and that the first summation has a larger value

v( E ?^i+1) = min [Vq( +V<j> + ip] > min [Wq¡ +W4>+ip\,
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because of the monotonicity. The strong triangle law for the sum of these

two summations yields the desired conclusion.

6. Inductive and limit-values. This section classifies the values and value-

groups obtained by successive augmented values.

Definition 6.1. yl kth stage inductive value Vk is any value of K [x] obtained

by a sequence of values Vx, V2, ■ ■ • , Vk, where Vx= [V0, Vxx=px] is a first stage

value (§3) and where each F< is obtained by augmenting F¿_i;

Vi = [Fi-i, Vrfi - m] ii = 2,3, ■■■ ,k).

Furthermore, for i—2, ■ ■ ■ , k, the key polynomials $,• (*) must satisfy*

(1) deg 4>iix) è deg </>¿-i(x) ;

(2) the equivalence 4>iix)oo<t>i-Xix) iin F¿_i) is false.

Here the first key polynomial is understood to be <£i(x) = x.

This value Vk may be conveniently symbolized thus:

(3) Vk = [Fo, Vxx = px, F2</>2 = P2, Vs<pz = p3, ■ ■ ■ , Vk<Pk = Pk]-

Given an infinite sequence Vx, V2, ■ ■ • , Vk, • • ■ of such values, we set

(4) Vxfix) = lim Vkfix).

The monotonie character of Vk indicates that this limit, if not finite, is + °o.

VK satisfies the product law for values, as can be shown by taking limits in

the product law for Vk- As for the sum/(x)-p-g(x), note that the triangle law

in Vk indicates that one of the inequalities

Vkifix) + gix)) = Vkfix), Vkifix) + gix)) = Vkgix)

holds for infinitely many k. One of the conclusions

Vkifix) + gix)) = VJix), Vkifix) + gix)) = F„g(x)

then results, and thence follows the triangle law for Vx. We have

Theorem 6.2. Let {<f>kix)} and {pk} be fixed infinite sequences such that

all the functions Vk indicated in (3) are inductive values. Then the function

Fw/(x) defined in (4) is a value of K [x], provided some polynomials not zero

be allowed to have the value + °° •

This function FM will be called a limit-value. The case when several suc-

cessive key polynomials have the same degree will often require separate

treatment, based on

* These conditions involve no loss of generality, but simplify subsequent proofs (see Theorem

6.7 and the end of §9).
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Lemma 6.3. If in the inductive value V' k in (3) the key polynomials <pt+iix),

tpt+nix), • • • , <?h(x) all have the same degree, for t with 0 = ¿<& —1, then

(i)       VfoM-*,)-h ii=t+l, t+2, ■ ■ ■ , k-i),
(Ü)        pk>Pk-l>   • • •   >Pl+l,

(iii)    Vtcpk=Vt<t>k-i= ■ ■ ■ =V>i+i iift>0).

Proof. Let j range from /+1 to k — 1, and set

(5) Sjix) = <pj+iix) - tpiix).

Since both <j>'s have the first coefficient 1, the degree of s,(x) is less than that

of <7>,(x). Therefore, by Theorem 5.1,

VtSjix) = Fi+is,-(x) = • • • = VkSjix).

If the first conclusion were false for some /, we would have

VtSjix) = Vji4>j+i — <t>j) > pj = Vj4>j,

for the other inequality is impossible by Lemma 4.3. This would give

0Í+1 ~ <t>i (in Vj),

a contradiction of assumption (2). The conclusion (i) is thus established.

Coupled with the monotonicity and the triangle axiom for (5), it gives the

second conclusion, for

pj+i = F)+i<i>)+i > Vj4>j+i ̂  min [Vjtbj, Vts}] = p¡.

For similar reasons, assuming now that t>0,

VtSjix) = pj = Vj<pj > F,-_i0,- = Vt<pj.

The strong triangle axiom for Vt in (5) then yields conclusion (iii),

Vt4>j+i = min [VtSjix), Vt<j>j] = V,<j>j.

An interesting consequence of this lemma is the invariance of the values

assigned to the key polynomials.

Theorem 6.4. If the ith stage of the inductive value Vk in (3) uses a key

polynomial <pi with an assigned value pt, then

Vk4>iix) = Vi<piix) = pi.

For this conclusion follows directly from Theorem 5.1 if the degree of

0,+i(x), and hence that of every subsequent key polynomial, exceeds the de-

gree of <piix). The only case remaining is that of Lemma 6.3, with t=i—i.

But, by (5),

4>i = 4>k — Sk-iix) — Si_2(x) — ... — s¡ix).
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The terms on the right have by the preceding lemma the F» values

Pk, Pk-i, • ■ ■ , Pi respectively, so that the conclusion follows by the strong

triangle law. Both this theorem and Lemma 6.3 hold equally well for limit-

values.

The monotonie property of inductive values can be sharpened thus :

Theorem 6.5. Let a limit or inductive value be built up by the inductive

values Vi, V2, • ■ ■ . Then, for any fixed polynomial fix) 9*0, either

Vk+ifix) > Vkfix) (k - 1, 2, • • • ),

or else there is an i S: 1 such that

Vifix) < V2fix) < < V^xfix) < Vifix) = Vi+Xfix) = F,+2/(x)

7« the latter case there is an r(x) of degree less than that of <bi+x with

/(x)cor(x)        iinVk)    (k - i + 1, * + 2, • • • ).

Suppose, contrary to the first alternative, that for some i

Vi+Xfix) = F¿/(x).

Then the quotient-remainder expression

fix) = qix)<pi+x + f(x)

must by Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 4.3 have V{r= Vif. Hence, for any k¿ti-\-l,

Vkif - r) = F,+i(/ - r) = Vi+.iq^+O > ^i(?0i+i) = Vif = V> = Vkr.

Therefore/(x) and r(x) are equivalent in Vk and

Vkf = Vkr = Vît = Vif,

so that F*/(x) is constant for k = i, which is the second alternative.

An inductive value F^of ¿C[x] gives by Theorem 2.1 a value for the field

¿v(x) of rational functions. This value has by §2 a value-group Tk, which we

call the value-group associated with Vk- It may be determined in the following

way:

Theorem 6.6. The value Vk in (3) has a value-group Tk consisting of all real

numbers of the form

v + mißl x Mîlx2 x . . . -)- rrikPk,

where the mi are integers and v is an element of the value-group of the original

value Vo.

That every number of i\- must be of this form follows by induction from

the definition of the augmented value Vk- Conversely, any number of this

form is by Theorem 6.4 the value in Vk of the rational function
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6xmi02m* • ■ • 4>kmk,

where 6 is a constant in K with the value v.

For a more precise description, designate a real number p as commensu-

rable with an additive group of numbers whenever some integral multiple of p

lies in the group (Ostrowski [18], p. 367). Then

Theorem 6.7. In an inductive value Vkfrom (3) every assigned value pit

except perhaps pk, is commensurable with the value-group r¿_i of the preceding

value ithe case i=l included).

For a proof, consider the expansion in (pi of the next key,

(pi+iix) = fmix)4>ï" + fm-iix)^'1 + • • • +/o(x).

If pi is not commensurable with T^i, no two terms here can have the same

value in F¿. Only one term, say the/th, has the minimum value, and

0i+i(x) co fjix)<pf (in Vi).

By the irreducibility of tf>i+l at least one of the conditions:

(6) fjix) is equivalence-divisible in Vt by <pi+i,

(7) 0¡(x) is equivalence-divisible in F¡ by <t>i+i,

must hold. Because of the minimal property of 4>i+i the first possibility (6)

contradicts the assumption (1) of Definition 6.1. For the same reasons the

second possibility (7) implies that #¿+1 and (pi have the same degree, while

six) = <t>i+i(x) — 4>iix)

has a smaller degree. Because of (7), Lemma 4.3 applied to F¡ and the key

polynomial <¡>i+i shows Vtsix) > F¿0¿(x). Hence

4>iix) co </>i+i(x) (in Vi),

a contradiction of assumption (2). There can be no next key $i+i.

7. Constant degree limit-values. A limit-value V„ for polynomials does

not give a value for all rational functions if some of the polynomials have the

value +00. Hence the problem: When is Vx finite; that is, when is V*J(x)

finite for all/(x) ^0? We obtain an answer in the discrete case.

If the key polynomials <pkix) increase indefinitely in degree, then F*/(x)

is by Theorem 5.1 ultimately constant for fixed/(x) and Vx is finite. A differ-

ent situation arises if the degrees of </>¡t(x) have an upper bound. By assump-

tion (1) of Definition 6.1, the degrees of 0*(x) are then all equal to some M

for k sufficiently large. For an example of such a constant degree limit-value,

start with the />-adic value [F03= l] for the rational field (see §1, (1)) and set
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Fi = [Vo, Fi*= 1],

Vk = [F*_i, Vkix + 2p + p2 + p* + ■ ■ ■ + pk-i) = k]        (k = 2,3,--).

This gives a limit-value of constant degree 1. Since

| = 2p + p2 + p* + ■ ■ ■ + pk-i -L       (k>l,p = 3)

holds by the usual methods for p-aàic numbers, we find

vjx + — ) = lim fJ(x+ 2p + p2+ ■ ■ ■ + pk~l) -— 1 = lim k = °o .

Hence this Vx is not finite.

This use of /»-adic numbers suggests the general notion of a perfect ring.

In any ring S with a value F, a sequence {a„} is a Cauchy sequence if

Via„—am) approaches oo with » and m. If every Cauchy sequence has a

F-limit ft such that F(a„—ft) approaches co with », the ring S is said to be

perfect. Any ring can be embedded in a perfect ring by the usual procedure of

adjoining limits of Cauchy sequences (Kürschák [15] and Hasse-Schmidt

[12], p. 24).

Theorem 7.1. iFiniteness criterion.) Let Vx be a limit-value with key poly-

nomials <bkix) of constant degree M for k>t>0. Extend the ring K[x] with the

value Vt to be a perfect ring S*. Assume that all values of K are discrete. Then

{<bk} is a Cauchy sequence in Vt and has a limit <b in S*. Furthermore V„ is

finite if and only if there is no gix) 9*0 in K [x] divisible in S* by the limit <b.

For F«, the symbolism of Theorem 6.2 may be used. Since <¡>t+i, 4>t+2, • • ■

all have the same degree M, the conclusions of Lemma 6.3 on constant degree

values are applicable. Each number pi is by Theorem 6.7 commensurable with

the value-group r¿_i of F¿_i. Our assumption shows the original value-group

To of Vo to be discrete, hence, by Theorem 6.6 and by induction, the group

Tt is discrete. But Lemma 6.3 gives

(1) Pi = Vti<Pi+i - 0<)el\ ii > t);

hence ri=r( for i>t. This lemma also shows the sequence {p¡} to be mono-

tone increasing for i>t; it lies in the discrete set Tt, hence

(2) lim pi = oo .
i—»oo

The strong triangle law combined with (1) then proves

r í+í'-i

Vtiti+j - 4>i) = VA    2Z i<f>k+i - 4>k)
L   k-i

i+l-l

min [pk] = Pi.
k
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Therefore, by (2), {(pi} is a Cauchy sequence with a limit (p in S*. This (p need

not be a polynomial, but, by conclusion (iii) of Lemma 6.3, <pt¿0.

Now consider the necessary condition for finiteness. If g(x) ?¿0 is divisible

by <j> in S*, then

g(x) = A-<i>,

where A is the F¡-limit of a Cauchy sequence {A<(x)| from 7£[x]. The usual

argument for the convergence of a product shows

(3) lim Vt[gix) — hiix) <piix)] = oo.
i-»«o

By the triangle axiom and the monotonie property for i>t,

(4) Vig = min [Viikdi), Viig - hfa)] = min [Vth{ + ßi, Vtig - hét)].

But {A¡(x)} is a convergent sequence in V\ with a limit not zero, so that, as

is well known ([12], p. 25), F¡A; is ultimately constant. Consequently (2),

(3), and (4) prove

(5) V^gix) = lim Vigix) - oo ,
I—»oo

so that VK is not a finite limit-value.

Conversely, suppose that Vx is not finite. Then (5) holds for some g(x) f¿0.

If g(x) has the quotient-remainder expressions gi(x)<7i1+r,(x), then, by Theo-

rem 5.1 and by Lemma 4.3,

Vtig - q^i) = Vtri = Vi-in = F¿_ig(x) -+00 Ki > t).

Thus the sequence [q^i] converges in Vt to the limit g(x)?^0. Since {(pi}

already converges to the limit 0^0, the standard argument for the limit of a

quotient (q4>i)/<l>i shows that {q¡} must converge in F, to some limit q in 5*,

such that

fix) = q4>.

Hence 0 is a factor of/(x) in S*, as asserted.

8. Completeness.   We have the following theorem.

Theorem 8.1. If every value of the field K is discrete, then every non-archi-

medean value W of the ring K [x] can be represented either as an inductive or as

a limit-value.

Given W, we shall construct by stages a corresponding inductive value

Vk with the following three properties (notation as in §6, (3)):
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(1) Wfix)^ Vkfix) (for all/(x)),

(2) deg fix) < deg <pk implies Wfix) = Vkfx),

(3) W4>iix) - Vvfiix) - m (*= 1,2, ■ ■• ,*).

The initial value Fi is defined by

Pi = Wx,        V0a = IFa (any atK);

the triangle axiom for W and the definition of Fi in §1, (2), then show that

conditions (1), (2), and (3) hold for k= 1.

Suppose now that an inductive value Vk with these three properties has

already been constructed, and that the equality in (1) does not always hold.

As a prospective key polynomial, choose a i^(x) of smallest possible degree

with the property

(4) W+ix) > Vrt(x).

Multiplication with some constant gives ^(x) the first coefficient 1. Further-

more the two statements,

(5) Wfix) > Vkfix),

(6) fix) is equivalence-divisible in Vk by ^(*),

are logically equivalent. For if (5) is given, and il fix) has the quotient-re-

mainder expression o(*)^+r(*), then

Vkiqf - /) = Wi<pP - /) = min [Wiqf), Wf] > min [Vk(q*), Vkf],

because of (2), the minimum degree choice of \p and the induction assumption

(1) for qix). Hence the strong triangle law shows/cog^ in Vk, which is the

conclusion (6). Conversely, if (6) holds there exist polynomials A(x) and six)

with

/(*) = h(x)4> + six), Vksix) > Vkfix) = VkiKx)*).

Then, because of the induction assumption (1),

Wf = min [W(hp), Ws] = min [Vkh + W4>, Vks] > Vhh + V^ = Vkf,

which gives conclusion (5). The equivalence of (5) and (6) is established.

From the equivalence one readily shows that i^(x) satisfies the Definition

4.1 of a key polynomial over the value Vk. Finally we can assign xpix) = 4>k+i

the new value

(7) pk+1 = W4> > Vkt,

satisfying the proper inequality, and then construct the augmented value

Vk+X= [Vk, Vk+i4>k+i = Pk+i\. This will be an inductive value if only conditions
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(1) and (2) of Definition 6.1 hold. By the choice of 4>k+i = ip and the induction

assumption (2), <t>í(x) cannot exceed (pk+iix) in degree, therefore condition (1)

of §6 is true. Condition (2) of §6 could only be false if <pk+i and (j>k were equiva-

lent in Vk; in other words, only if

Vki<t>k  —  <t>k+l)   >   Vk4>k   =   Vk(f>k+l.

By (2), (3), and the choice of \f/ in (4) this would entail

W<t>k è min [W<pk+i, Wi<pk - 4>k+i)] > min [Vk<t>k+i, Vk<Pk] = Vk<pk = W<t>k,

a contradiction which establishes the desired condition.

The inductive value Vk+i thus constructed satisfies the analogues of the

desired conditions (1), (2), and (3). The latter two are consequences of the

definitions in (4) and (7), while (1) follows from the definition (see §4, (3))

of the augmented value Vk+i by the triangle axiom for W:

w(jt, M*)**) =min [Wfix) + ipk+í] = Vk+J £ /*(*)*<).

The inductive construction of the value Vk associated with W is complete.

This process either will ultimately yield an inductive value Vk equal to W

or will give an infinite sequence of inductive values with a limit-value VK such

that
Wfix) = V„fix) = lim Vkfix) (for all fix)).

¿—.00

In the discrete case the first inequality sign never occurs. For suppose in-

stead that it did hold for some/(x); then since {F*/} is monotone non-de-

creasing,

Wfix) > Vkfix) (i-1,2, •••)•

The equivalence of (5) and (6) then implies that/(x) is equivalence-divisible

by </>i+i(x) in Vk. Hence the monotonicity Theorem 5.1 shows

Vk+ifix) > Vkfix) ik=l,2,--.).

This cannot hold if the degrees of the key polynomials </>i(x) increase in-

definitely, so that we have the case where <?n(x) has the fixed degree M for

k>t, as in Theorem 7.1. The monotonie increasing sequence { Vkfix)} con-

sists of numbers all from the discrete group r(, with the result

Wfix) = V„fix) = lim Vkfix) = oo .
A—»oo

This can occur only for/(x) = 0, a trivial case. Accordingly, W= F„, and the

completeness theorem is established.
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Ostrowski ([18], pp. 361-392) has developed another method for finding

all non-archimedean values of a transcendental extension ¿C(x) of a field K.

His method makes no discreteness assumptions, but requires that K first

be extended to an algebraically closed field yl. The values of yl (x) and thereby

those of Kix) are constructed by means of "pseudo-convergent sequences"

analogous to limit-values with linear key polynomials. A higher degree would

be impossible by the character of yl. Note, however, that his method requires

an elaborate construction to obtain values of yl from those of K, and that

the use of yl precludes any application to irreducibility criteria or to the alge-

braic extensions of the residue-class field discussed in our Part II.

II.   THE STRUCTURE OF INDUCTIVE VALUES

9. Properties of key polynomials. To apply the preceding construction of

values to any particular case it is necessary to know what polynomials can

be used as key polynomials. This question is not constructively answered

by the definition in §4. Part of this question will be answered at once (Theo-

rem 9.4) ; the rest after the structure of the inductive values Vk has been more

explicitly formulated. We first show that certain polynomials act like "equiv-

alence-units" :

Lemma 9.1. If V\ is an inductive value with k>l, then for every polynomial

ft(x) with Fift(x) = Fit_ift(x) there is a polynomial ft'(x) with

(1) ft'(x)ft(x) co 1        (in Vk), Vkb'(x) = Vk^b'ix).

The hypothesis on ft(x) implies that ft(x) is not divisible by the last key

polynomial <bkix). Since <pk is certainly irreducible in the ordinary sense, there

are polynomials ft'(x) and c(x) with

¿'(x)ft(x) + cix)4>kix) = 1,        deg ft'(x) < deg 4>kix).

By Theorem 5.1, Vkb'= Vk-ib'. The transition from Vk-i to Vk increases the

value of c<f>k, but leaves unchanged the values of ft'6 and 1 in this equation.

Hence ft'ftcol, as in (1).

Lemma 9.2. 7» any inductive Vk, the last key polynomial <bk is equivalence-

irreducible in Vk', a polynomial gix) not equivalence-divisible by cbk in Vk has a

■value V kg in T*_i.

If a polynomial/(x) has the expansion

(2) fix) = fnix)4>kn + }n-iix)4>rl -\-+ /o(x),      deg /,(*) < deg </>t(x),

then/(x) is equivalence-divisible in Vk by <bk if and only if Vkfo> V'kf. For if

Vkfo>Vkf, then/—/0 is a polynomial equivalent to/ with a factor <j>k- Con-
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versely, iífoohix)(pk, then the last term/o of the expansion for/ is obtained

irom f—tupk, where Vkif—h(pk) > Vf, so that Vkfo>Vkf- In particular, an/not

equivalence-divisible by (pk has Vkf= Vkfo— Vk-ifotTk-i, as asserted.

This criterion shows <pk equivalence-irreducible in Vk. For suppose in-

stead that/(x)g(x) is equivalence-divisible by (pk, although neither factor is

so divisible. Then the criterion gives Vkf0=Vkf, Vkgo=Vkg, where g0(x) is

the last term in the expansion for g. The last term in the expansion for/g is

the remainder r0(x) obtained by dividing f0go by <pk; but since foga is not

equivalence-divisible in Vk-i by <pk, Lemma 4.3 shows

Vkr0 = Vk-iro = Vk_iifogo) = Vkf0 + Vkgo = Vk(fg).

This means that fg is not equivalence-divisible by (pk, a contradiction prov-

ing the lemma.

An inductive value Vk will be called commensurable if the value pk as-

signed the last key polynomial is commensurable with the previous value-

group Vk-i (cf. Theorem 6.7). There is then a smallest positive integer rk

such that TkPk is in Tk-i- For each t ?s k there is a similar rt :

(3) T( is the smallest integer such that rtpt e r(_i.

We will subsequently need polynomials with any given values:

Lemma 9.3. If Vk is a commensurable inductive value, then for any real

number X in the value-group Tk of Vk there is a polynomial 7?x = 7?x(x) with

value X in Vk and in every value Vk+X obtained by augmenting V k.

Proof. As in Theorem 6.6, X has the form

X = v + mipi + m2p2 + • • ■ + mkpk,        vtT0.

Each integer m, may be made non-negative by adding to mtpi and subtract-

ing from v a sufficiently large term qp{, so chosen that qpt e T0 (e.g., choose

q = 0 (mod n, r2, ■ ■ ■ , r,)). If then a is a constant of value v,

R\ = 7?x(x) = axm'02*"^3^ • • • fa"*,        VkRx = X,        mi ^ 0,

is the required polynomial. In any augmented value Vk+i, 7?x has value X by

Theorem 6.4.

Theorem 9 A. A polynomial fix) is a key polynomial for an inductive value

over Vk if and only if the following conditions hold: if) the expansion (2) has a

last term with Vkf= Vkf0; (ii) the expansion has a first termfnix)4>kn withf„ix) = 1,

Vi4>kn = Vkf, and n=0 (mod rk); (iii)/(x) is equivalence-irreducible in Vk.

Proof. Condition (i) means, as in the proof of Lemma 9.2, that/(x) is not

equivalence-divisible in Vk by (pk. Assume first that/(x) is a key. Condition
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(iii) is necessary by definition. Were (i) false, then Vkf< Vkfo, so that

/co(/—/„), while (2) shows/—/0 = ff (*)<£* for a q(x) of degree less than/(x).

Thus/coccftj. in Vk. Since/ is a key, this leads to a contradiction much as in

the proof of Theorem 6.7. The assumption Vkf09*Vkf is false.

Since/(x) is minimal (Definition 4.1) it has no equivalence-multiples of

degree less than itself. Hence/„(x) is a constant in K, for otherwise k > 1, and

Lemma 9.1 supplies a ft'(x) with ft'(x)/„(x)col in Vk. The product ft'(*)/(*)

formed from (2) and modified by replacing the first coefficient by 1 and by

reducing the other coefficients modulo <bk is then an equivalence-multiple of

fix). Its degree is » ■ deg 4>k, and is less than that of /(*) unless /„(*) t K. As the

leading coefficient of / must be 1, /«(*) = 1 follows, as in (ii). Certainly

Vktj>kn = Vkf is necessary, for otherwise f—<j>kn is an equivalent polynomial

of smaller degree. Thus

Vk<t>k" = Vkf = Vkf0 = Ffc-i/j e r*_!,

so that »=0 (mod rk) by (3). This establishes the necessity of (ii).

Conversely, il fix) satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii), it has first coefficient 1 and

is minimal, because any equivalence-multiple of /(*) must be of degree at

least w in <bk (cf. the proof of Theorem 4.2). The remaining restrictions of

Definition 6.1 are readily verified, so that/(x) is in fact a key polynomial.

10. Residue-class fields. The structure of a ring S with a value F involves

the corresponding value-ring S+, which consists of all elements a of 5 with

Fa = 0 (these elements are the so-called "integers" of S). A congruence for

integers can be defined thus

(1) a m ft (mod V) if and only if V(a - ft) > 0.

All elements of 5+ congruent to a given ft form a residue-class; these classes

together yield as usual the residue-class ring of F in 5. This ring can also be

considered as the residue-class ring S+/P, where P, the set of all elements

of S+ with positive value, is a prime ideal in S+. If S is a field, then S+/P is

also a field, the residue-class field of F in 5. The structure of F depends essen-

tially* on this residue-class field. For the p-adic value F0 of the rational num-

bers (see §1, (1)) this field is simply the field of integers modulo p. Our prob-

lem is the determination of the residue-class field for any discrete inductive

value.

If the residue-class of each integer a be denoted by ¿7a, then ¿7 is a homo-

morphism of 5+ to the residue-class ring A = S+/P, so that ¿7 has the following

properties :

I. ¿7 is a many-one correspondence between S+ and A ;

* Hasse-Schmidt [12], p. 7; Ostrowski [18], p. 321.
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IL H leaves sums and products unchanged; i.e., for Fa=0 and F6^0,

(2) 77(a + 6) = Ha + 776;        77(a6) = (77a) (776).

III. If Va^O, then Tía = 0 if and only if Fa>0.

By II, the last condition means that H carries congruent elements and

only congruent elements into the same residue-class.

For an inductive value Vk we denote the residue-class rings thus, for

/=1,2, ■ •• ,k:

(3) At is the residue-class field of Vt in Kix) ;

(4) Ht is the homomorphism from 7f(x)+ to A(;

(5) At is the residue-class ring of F¡ in 7£[x].

But fix) and g(x) are congruent as polynomials (mod Vt) if and only if they

are congruent as rational functions (mod F¡). Hence each residue-class of

At is contained in a residue-class of A¡, and no two residue-classes of A( are

contained in the same class of A¡. Addition and multiplication of classes are

defined as addition and multiplication on elements in the classes, and hence

are the same in A( as in A¡. Therefore At is isomorphic to a subring of A».

Since isomorphism does not alter the structure of a ring, we will replace At

henceforth by the isomorphic subring of At. Then the 77. of (4) is also the homo-

morphism from K[x]+ to At.

The correspondence 77. for rational functions is usually determined by the

Ht for polynomials. For if/(x)/g(x)?¿0 is a rational function with non-nega-

tive value and if Vt is commensurable, there is by Lemma 9.3 a polynomial

Rix) with VtR= - Vtg, and by (2)

(6) n(m\- n(Ri\-HtW)
'\g(x)J l\RgJ     HtiRg)

Both HtiRf) and HtiRg) are residue-classes of polynomials, while 77,(7tg) ?¿0

by Property III. We have proved

Lemma 10.1. For a commensurable Vk, the residue-class field Ak of Kix) is

the quotient-field of the residue-class ring Ak of K [x].

Theorem 10.2. For a commensurable first stage inductive value Vi

= [Vo, ViX = pi], the residue-class ring Ax is isomorphic to the ring F0[y]

of all polynomials in a variable y with coefficients in F0, the residue-class field

of the value Vofor K.

Proof. There is given a homomorphism 770 from the ring K + of all F0-

integers 6 in Tí to the residue-class field F0. Each residue-class 7/i6 of Ai con-

tains the residue-class 7706 of T^o, and this correspondence Hib<—>7706 is an

isomorphism between T*^ and the set of those classes of Ai containing elements
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of K. We will identify F0 with this isomorphic subfield of Ai; then Ai is an

extension of F0 and ¿7ift=¿70ft for all ft in K+.

Any monomial ftx" of value zero has F0ft= — «FiX= — npx, so that the

exponent « is a multiple of the integer n, defined in §9, (3). Any/(x) with

Vif = 0 thus has the form

/(*) = bmx™i + ^-ii«"-1»'' + . . . x blXu _|_ bo (mod T/^

after terms of positive value are omitted. If e is a constant in K of value

V0e = Tipi, each term ft,x)V' may be rewritten as a product (ft,e') (e~'xir>) of two

factors of value 0. The application of the homomorphism ¿7i then yields

m

(7) ¿7i/(*) = 2~2 HoibfiOy';       y = Hie^x^).
j-0

With y so defined, any ¿7i/ in Ai becomes a polynomial in y with coefficients

77o(ft,e)) in F0, so that the residue-class ring Ai is contained in ¿My]. Since

y e Ai and Ai is a ring, Ai = F0 [y ]. The element y is transcendental (i.e., a varia-

ble) over F0, for otherwise it would satisfy an algebraic relationship a(y) = 0,

where

aiy) = amym + am-iym~^ +•••+««;        am 9* 0, ajtF0.

Then the residue-class aiy) contains the polynomial

fix) = ame~mxmT>- + am_i(rm+1x(m-1>'-i + ■ ■ ■ + a0,

where each a¿ is a constant with ¿70aJ = ai. Then Fi/" = 0 and ¿7i/=a(;y) = 0,

so that, by Property III of ¿7i, Fi/>0. But am9*0, so that F0am=0 and

Viiame~mxmTl) = Fi/=0, a contradiction. The theorem is established. We note

also that (7) enables us to calculate the residue-class of any given/(x).

11. Conditions for equivalence-irreducibility. A key polynomial <bk+i over

a value Vk is not equivalence-divisible by <f>k (Theorem 9.4, condition (i)).

For any /(x) with this property, questions of equivalence-divisibility can be

handled as follows:

Lemma II A. Ina commensurable Vk let fix) be a polynomial not equivalence-

divisible by<bk, and choose a polynomial R (x) so that Vk-iR = VkR = — Vkf. Then

a polynomial gix) with Vkg= 0 is equivalence-divisible by f in Vk if and only if

Hkg is divisible by Hk [Rf] in the residue-class ring Ak.

By Lemma 9.2, Vkf is in T^i, so Lemma 9.3 yields the ¿v desired, and

Hk[Rf]9*0. Suppose first that Hkg (which is not 0 by Property III of ¿7*)

is divisible by ¿7*[¿v/]. Then Hkg=aHk[Rf] for some residue-class

a = Hkhix)9*0 in Ak, and

77*g = a-Hk[Rf] = (77^)77* [7?/] = HkihRf).
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Thus g and hRf have the same residue-class,  Vkig—hRf)>0=Vkg, and

g co AT?/ is equivalence-divisible by/, as asserted.

Conversely, if g is equivalence-divisible by/, then goohfcohR'Rf, where

T?'(x) is a polynomial chosen as in Lemma 9.1 so that T?T?'col. But Rf, g,

and hence AT?' have value 0, so that

g = hR'Rf    (in Vk);        H kg = HkihR')Hk[Rf],

which shows Hkg divisible by Hk[Rf].

Lemma 11.2. For f and R as in Lemma ll.l,/(x) is equivalence-irreducible

in Vk if and only if every product inAk divisible by Hk [Rf] has* a factor divisible

byHk[Rf]inAk.

Suppose first that / is equivalence-irreducible and that iHkg)iHkh)

= Hkigh) is a multiple of Hk[Rf]. As we can assume Vkg= Vkh = 0, the pre-

vious lemma shows the product gA equivalence-divisible by the equivalence-

irreducible/, so that one of the factors is so divisible. By Lemma 11.1 this

means that Hkg or Hkh is a multiple of Hk[Rf], as asserted in the lemma.

Conversely, suppose that every product iHkg)iHkh) divisible by Hk[Rf]

has a factor so divisible, and consider a product a(x)6(x) equivalence-divisible

by/, so that a6coc(x)/ for some c. Write a(x)<*>gix)4>kd and 6(x)coA(x)(?iA<!,

where the powers d and e are chosen so large that g and A are not equivalence-

divisible by 4>k in Vk- Then Vkg and Vkh are by Lemma 9.2 in Tk-i, so that

there are polynomials Six) and T(x) with VkigS) = F*(Ar) = 0. Then

S Tab co iSg)iTh)4>kd+° co STcf (in Vk).

But / is not equivalence-divisible by 4>k while 4>k is equivalence-irreducible

(Lemma 9.2), so STc is equivalence-divisible by (pkd+e. Removal of this fac-

tor makes (5g)(2"A) equivalence-divisible by/, so that as in the previous

lemma HkiSg)HkiTh) is divisible by Hk[Rf]. One of the factors, say 77fc(Sg),

is then divisible by 77 k [Rf], and (Lemma 11.1) S g is equivalence-divisible

by/. But aooS'iSg)(pkd, where S' is chosen so that S'-Scol. Hence a(x) is

equivalence-divisible by/, and/ is equivalence-irreducible.

12. Residue-class rings for commensurable values. We have

Theorem 12.1. If Vkis a commensurable inductive value of K[x], given as

in §6, (3), and if the original value V0 of K has a residue-class field F0, then there

is a sequence of fields Fi = FQ, F2, F3, • • • , Fk, each an algebraic extension of the

preceding, such that for any t=i, ■ ■ ■ , k the Vt-residue-class ring of K[x] is

iisomorphic to) the ring Ft[y] of polynomials in a variable y with coefficients

in Ft- For t>i the degree mt of Ft is determined by (cf. §9, (3))

* That is, the principal ideal (Hk [Rf]) is a prime ideal in A*.
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w,Tí_i(deg 4>t-i) = deg <t>t;       mt = deg [F¡:F,_i].

By Lemma 10.1 we can then conclude at once

Corollary 12.2. Ft(y) is the Vt-residue-class field of ¿C(x).

The case t= 1 of this theorem is known (Theorem 10.2) ; hence we use in-

duction, and assume the theorem true for Vt. It is convenient to omit the sub-

script t-\-\ (but not the subscript t) and to write F, <£, ¿7, t, etc., for Vt+i,

4>i+i, ¿7i+i, Tt+i, etc. By the monotonie character of F (Theorem 5.1) poly-

nomials/(x) and g(x) with F¡/=0 and F(g = 0 are congruent mod Vt only if

they are congruent mod F. Each residue-class mod Vt is thus contained in a

residue-class mod F, and this gives a homomorphism between A,=F([y] and

a subring F of the residue-class ring A (cf. §10, (5)), where F=Ft+i is composed

of all residue-classes mod F containing an fix) with F(/=0. Polynomials/

and g incongruent mod Vt become congruent mod F if and only if /— g is

equivalence-divisible by <p in Vt (Theorem 5.1). This means that Htf—Htg is

divisible by the polynomial

(1) h+iiy) = My) = Bt[R4>];      (V^iR = VtR = - V&, R = Rt+iix)),

constructed as in Lemma 11.1. Since not all polynomials are equivalence-di-

visible by 4> in Vt, \piy) is not a constant in Ft, while Lemma 11.2 shows \piy)

an irreducible polynomial in ¿My]- In the above homomorphism between

Ft[y] and F the multiples of ypiy) inFt[y] are the elements corresponding to 0,

so that F is isomorphic to the ring of polynomials Ft[y] modulo ^-(y), or,

alternatively, to the field obtained by adjoining to Ft a root 6 of ipiy). We

identify F with this isomorphic field:

(2) F = Ft+1 = F,(B);        *(0) =0 (0 = 0I+1).

Then the residue-class ¿7¡f, when reduced modulo \piy), will be identical to

the residue-class ¿7/; that is,

(3) Vtfx) = 0 implies 77/ = [Htf]v=e.

A monomial expansion a(x)0n of value 0 must have « a multiple of r

(cf. §9, (3)). Hence any/(x) with F/=0 has the form

(4) /(*) > /„(*)*•»* + /*-i(*)*(w-1)T + • • • + foix) (mod V), deg f <deg<t>.

Since Vcf>T t Tt, there are by Lemmas 9.1 and 9.3 polynomials Q¡+i(x) and

Q/+i(x) such that

(5) VtQ=VQ=V<t>r,        QQ'= I (mod V),        VtQ' = VQ' = - Vp.

The terms/,0 *'r in the expansion (4) can be rewritten as products (/¿<20 i<t>'rQ~'),
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where F.(/j<?0 =°> v(<p'tQ~') = Q, the former because F/=0. The application

of TJ, with (3), then proves

m

(6) h fix) = D [ä,(/,-(x)öO ]»-« • yi' ;     yi = »(♦•Q-1) •

This shows that every TJ/ in the residue-class ring A is also in F [yx], while by

(5), yi=TJ(#rQ_1) = TJi4>rQ') is a residue-class of a polynomial, hence is in A.

Consequently, F[yi]=A, as asserted in the theorem.

The element >>i is transcendental over F ; for suppose instead that yi satis-

fied an algebraic relation a(yi) = 0, with

aiyi) = amym + am^iym-1 + • • • + a0;        am 9¿ 0, ajzF.

By the original (italicized) definition of F each residue-class a¡ of F contains

a polynomial 6;(x) with F,6j ^0, so that Hbj = a¡. Then

m m

/(x) - E °Áx)Q''<t>ÍT m £ biWQ-W* (in F)
)'=0 í=0

is a polynomial of non-negative value which has TT/=a(yi) = 0. By Property

III of TJ, F/>0. On the other hand F/must equal 0, for TJ6m = am^0 gives

F6m = 0 and F/á VibmQ~m<Pmr) = 0, by Theorem 5.2. This contradiction shows

yi a variable over F.

The formula (6) enables us to calculate TJ/(x) effectively for any/(x) given

in (4), provided only that F((/,-Q')=0 for all/.

It remains to determine the degree of the field F over Ft, which by (2)

is the degree of i//(y). The key (p has by Theorem 9.4 an expansion of the form

mr/—1

(7) <t> = (¡>r> + Ê aiix)4>t\        V,4> = Vt4>mT> = V,a0.
t—o

If t>l, 4/ = Ht[R<p] can be computed by the analog of (6) for the preceding

stage (with ¿ in (6) replaced by t—l), for the coefficients Tía,- must by the

choice of T? have F¡_i(T?ai) =0. This calculation shows \p(y) to be a poly-

nomial in y with a first term HtiRQtm)ym arising from the first term of (7). But

VtiRQr) = vtR - vtQtm = Vt4> - vt4>r' = o,

so that the coefficient of ym is not 0. The polynomial \¡/ has degree m, and

by (7)

mri deg <pt = deg 4>,        m = deg ii = deg [T^.T7«],

as asserted* in Theorem 12.1. This theorem has now been demonstrated.

* The proof given holds for l> 1, but may be simplified for the case /= 1.
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13. Conditions for key polynomials. In the criterion of Theorem 9.4 for a

key polynomial the condition (iii) of equivalence-irreducibility can now be

replaced by the condition of Lemma 11.2,

(iiia), Hk[Rf] is an irreducible polynomial in ¿^[y].

This yields a final explicit description of key polynomials. A partial converse

is possib'e:

Theorem 13.1. 7» a given Vk,let\piy)9*y be a polynomial* of degree m>0,

irreducible in Fk[y] and with first coefficient 1. Then there is one and, except for

equivalent polynomials in Vk, only one <ft(x) which is a key polynomial and which

has Hk [R4> ]—4/iy)ifor a suitable R chosen as in § 11.

Proof. There is a polynomial/(x) with the residue-class \p, so that Hkf=^

and Vkf=0. If we multiply/by Qkm (chosen as in §12, (5)) and in the expan-

sion of the resulting product drop all terms not of minimum value and then

replace the leading coefficient of cbk by 1, we obtain a polynomial <£(x) with the

value VkQkm- For ¿v we can then use Qlm, so that

Hk[R<t>] = Hk[Ql«Qff] = 77,/ = My)-

Furthermore 4> can be shown to satisfy the remaining conditions (i) and (ii)

of Theorem 9.4, hence <j> is a key polynomial. The uniqueness is readily estab-

lished.

Since Hk[Rf] can be effectively constructed by §12, (6), the problem of

testing whether a given /(*) is a key polynomial is reduced to that of testing

the image Hk[Rf] of /(*) for irreducibility in Fjjy]. If K is the field of ra-

tionals, then Fk is a finite field and the latter problem is completely solvable.

This result can be used to construct examples for inductive values of any

stage and for limit-values of both constant degree j and increasing degree

types. The construction of constant degree values may be simplified by de-

ducing from Theorem 9.4 the following partial converse of Lemma 6.3:

Corollary 13.2. ¿» Vk let six) be a polynomial of degree less than that of

4>k(x) and with Vksix)=Vk4>k. Then 0*(x)+s(*) is a key polynomial for an

inductive value over Vk.

14. Special cases of homomorphism. The residue-class fields can be simi-

larly found for finite discrete limit-values and for inductive values where the

value for K is trivial (§2) or where the last assigned value pk is incommensu-

rable (§6).

* The assumption ^(y) 9*y is needed, for the condition Vkf= Vkfo in Theorem 9.4 implies

Bk[Rf]*y. _
t By using a transcendental /»-adic number the finiteness condition of §7 can be satisfied.
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Theorem 14.1. Let Vx be a limit-value constructed as in Theorem 6.i from

a sequence of values Fo, Vi, V2, ■ ■ • , and satisfying one of the conditions:

(a) the degrees of the keys 4>k are not bounded as A—>co ;

(b) F«, is finite and discrete, and deg 4>k = M for all k>t.

The fields Fk of Theorem 12.1 yield a ipossibly infinite) extension field

T?oo=T?o+T7i+T?2+ • ■ • which is isomorphic to the F„ residue-class field both

for K[x] and for Kix). In case (b), Fx = Ft+i.

Let Hk be the homomorphism of K[x] to the Vk residue-class ring Fk[y]

and TJ«, the homomorphism of K [x] to the Vx residue-class ring A«,. Then

(1) FA_i/(x) ^ 0 implies that Hk+if = HkftFh (J » 1, 2, •• • ).

For, according to §12, (3),

Hkf = [Hk-if]y=ek,        Hk+if = [77*/]„„0i+1,

which indicates that Hkf is a constant free of y in Fk, and that Hk+if must

equal Hkf, and so on.

In case (a) there is for every/(x) a A so large that deg (pk>degf, so that

F00/= Vk-if, as in Theorem 5.1. If Fœ/^0, then, by (1), Hk+if=Hkf is a con-

stant in Fk independent of j. The correspondence

(2) H„f<-> Hkf, for k with Hkf = 77*+1/ = 77*+2/

carries each element of A«, into an element of Fx. Every element a of FK is

used, for, by the definition of Fx, a is in some Fk so that a has the form Hkf,

and Hk+jf=Hkf as in (1), whence a corresponds in (2) to Hkf. The corre-

spondence (2) is one-one, for elements are congruent mod Vx if and only if

they are congruent modulo some Vk. Finally, (2) is an isomorphism, making

FooCo or = A«, as asserted. The residue-class field of TC(x) is, by the argument of

Lemmas 9.3 and 10.1, just the quotient field of Fx, and must then be Fx itself.

In the case (b), the degrees of the extensions Fk+i'.Fk as determined in

Theorem 12.1 are all 1 for k >t. Hence Fk = Ft+i. Because V„ is finite (§7) and

discrete, Theorem 6.5 yields for any/(x) with F^/^0 an i = i so large that

F„/= F,/5:0. Then Hkf is again ultimately constant, and (2) gives the iso-

morphism as before.

Theorem 14.2. For an incommensurable inductive value V k of Kix) the field

Fk determined from Fk-i and <pk exactly as in §12 is the Vk residue-class field

of both K [x} and Kix).

Proof. Since no non-zero multiple of pk= Vkd)k lies in Tk-i, no two terms

in a ^i-expansión can have the same value in Vk. Hence any polynomial is
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equivalent to a monomial expansion, and every rational function has by

Lemma 9.1 the form

fix)/gix) co c(x)4>km   (in Vk),        Vkc = Vk-ic.

If//g has value 0, then m=0, Vk-ic^0, and Hkif/g) = Hkc. ButF* is defined

in §12, italics (or, for k= 1, in §10) as all residue-classes Hkh with Vk-ih^0.

In this case every residue-class has this form, so that Fk is as asserted the

whole residue-class field, either for K[x] or for K(x).

In particular, over the trivial value F0(§2) of K the only non-trivial in-

ductive values are

Fi = [V0, VlX = Ml],        pX9* 0;

V2 = [Fo, Fix = 0, V2<j> = p2],        p2 > 0, <t>ix) irreducible.

Both are incommensurable (no multiple of p2 lies in the group r0, which

contains only 0). Furthermore, the residue-class field of K for the trivial F0

is K itself. Hence the residue-class field for Fi is K and for V2 is Kid), where 6

is a root of </>(*).

15. Equality conditions for values. An inductive value is essentially a

representation ; the same value of K [x ] could easily have several such repre-

sentations. This section and the next one will formulate necessary and suffi-

cient conditions for the equality of two inductive or limit-values. In this con-

nection two values F and IF of a ring 5 will be called equal if and only if

(1) Va = Wa (allatS).

In this section we consider the case when each key polynomial <bk exceeds

the preceding 4>k-i in degree—a case which can often be made to apply by

omitting any <j)k-i without the above property.

Lemma 15.1. 7/ a» inductive value

Vk = [Vk-2, Vk-i<t>k-i = Pk-i, Vk(t>k = Pk] ik = 2)

has two key polynomials 4>k-iix) and <6&(x) of the same degree, then

W = [F,_2, W<t>k = Pk]

is an inductive value equal to V k.

We first prove W an inductive value. Since <¡>k exceeds 4>k—<t>k-i in degree,

the constant-degree Lemma 6.3 shows that

(2) Vk-2i<Pk — <t>k-i) = Vk~ii<t>k — <t>k-i) = Pk-i, Pk > pk-i > Vk-2<t>k_i.

A combination of these two results proves

(3) <pk co d>k_x (in Fi_2).
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Thus 4>k and <f>k-i have the same equivalence-divisibility properties in Vk-t,

and so <t>k, like 4>k-i, is a key polynomial over F*_j. By (2) and (3) the value

Pk>Vk-tfl>k assigned to <bk is sufficiently large. Therefore W is inductive, for

conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 6.1 hold trivially. The definition of aug-

mented values applied to the usual expansion (e.g., §9, (2)) of any /(x) in

powers of <f>k gives

Vkfix) = min [Vk-ifiix) + ipk],        Wfx) = min [FA_2/¿(x) + ipk].
i i

The corresponding terms F*_i/,- and Vk-2ft are equal by Theorem 5.1, for each

/<(*) has a degree less than that of <f>k or of <j>k-i- Therefore Vk= W. Successive

applications of this lemma give

Theorem 15.2. Any inductive value is equal to an inductive value in which

{deg 4>k\ is a monotone increasing sequence. A similar representation holds for

any limit-value not of constant-degree type.

For values in this particular form we can obtain necessary and sufficient

conditions for equality.

Theorem 15.3. If the two inductive values

(4) V, = [Va,   Vix = mi,   V2<p2 = p2, ■ ■ ■ ,  Fs<2>„ = ps]

(5) Wt = [Wo, WlX - n, W2-p2 = v2,- ■ ■ , WtM = vt]

both have a monotone character such that

1 < deg 4>2 < ■ ■ ■ < deg <ps,        1 < deg ^2 < • • • < deg <pi,

then Vs = Wt holds if and only if

(i)     Fo=IF„,    s = t;

(ii)   deg <t>kix) = deg \l/kix) ik=l, ■ ■ ■ , t);

(iii) Fjfc_i(^/fc—(t>k)^pk = vk ik = \, ■ ■ ■ ,t).

The theorem is still true if either s or t is -f- oo.

First prove the sufficiency of these conditions. Since (i) and (iii) make Fi

and TFi identical, we can proceed by induction, assuming that F*_i= W*_i is

already established. Now compute the Vk value of \pk. Because key polyno-

mials have the leading coefficient unity, (ii) shows that the degree of <j>k ex-

ceeds that of ¡pic—fa, so that \//k has the expansion

(6) M = 4>k + W-* - 4>*)

in powers of <j>k. The definition of Vk and (iii) prove

Vkipk = min [pk, Ft_i(^fc — <¡>k)] = pk = vk.
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The Vk value of any polynomial/(x) can now be estimated from the expan-

sion of fix) in \pk, for the triangle axiom for Vk gives

vS Z/^'l =min [Vk^fj+jVktk] =min [7wf,+|n] = Wkf,
L ,-o J i i

because of the definition of Wk. Thus F*/= Wkf, while the inverse inequality

is similarly proved. Hence Vk= Wk, and the induction is complete.

The necessity of the conditions depends chiefly on the invariance of the

values assigned the key polynomials (Theorem 6.4). The assumption Va=Wt

shows that F0= W0 and pi= vi. Hence (ii) and (iii) hold for A = 1. We prove

them by induction on A. If they hold through A — 1, then the sufficiency proof

shows Vk-i= Wk-i- By Theorem 5.1, deg^* can be characterized as the small-

est degree of any polynomial a(x) with the property that Vaa> Vk-ia. Since

Vs and Wt are equal, deg \f/k can be characterized by the same statement, so

that

(7) deg (pkix) = deg i£*(x).

The monotonie assumption on {deg 4>k} then shows Vs\ph= Vk\pk. Hence, be-

cause of the invariance in W of the value assigned to i//*,

vk = Wti'k = V„ik = Vkik = Vk[4>k + itk - (pk)].

As before, (6) is an expansion in powers of </>*, so that this equation becomes

vk = min [pk, Vk-ityk — <Pk)]-

Combining this with the symmetric conclusion (using F*_i= Wk-i)

Pk = min [vk, Vk-Mk — <Pk)],

we obtain (iii) for index A. With (7) this completes the induction. The con-

dition s — t results, even in the case s = t= <x>.

16. Normal forms for values. The results of the previous section do not

apply to constant degree limit values, nor do they yield unique normal forms.

Both these goals can be reached in the discrete case by using key polynomials

from which all unnecessary high-valued terms have been dropped.

In the expansion of any /(x) in a value Vk, the coefficient /¿(x) of any

power of (pk can itself be expanded in powers of (pk-i- Since the degree of/¿(x)

is limited, the highest power of 4>k-i occurring is less than nk/nk-i, where «¿

has the meaning

(1) ni = deg(piix) ii = 1, • • • , k).

By an inductive process of this sort one can prove
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Theorem 16.1. 7« any V k every polynomial fix) can be expanded as a poly-

nomial in the key polynomials with constant coefficients,

(2) /(*) = E afp^'cp^i ■ ■ ■ W-,        iattK),
i

where the exponents ma are limited as follows

(3) niij < ni+l/tii      iallj; i = 1, 2, ■ • • , k — 1).

The value of fix), when computed from the definition, is

(4) Vkfix) = min Vk(a ,<!>?<> • • • </>*""').
i

For a p-&dic value, every number is equivalent to one of the numbers

cpm, c=0, 1, • ■ ■ , p—l. For any value F0 of a field K we can similarly

(axiom of choice) pick from each class of equivalent elements a single repre-

sentative element; in particular, we can make 1 one of the representatives.

Given fixed representatives of this sort for each F0, we say that a polynomial

fix) is homogeneous in a value Vk derived from F0 if in the expansion (2) of

fix) all the coefficients a, are representatives in F0 and all the terms have the

same minimum value Vkfix).

Lemma 16.2. Every polynomial fix) is equivalent in V k to one and only one

homogeneous polynomial A(x). This Ä(x) is called theil homogeneous part" offix) t

Proof. Given/(x), we find ä(x) by altering coefficients and dropping out

terms in the expansion (2) for/. Were/(x) also equivalent to a homogeneous

gix), then all terms in the expansions of both Â(x) and g(x) would have the

same value Vkh, while h—g would have a larger value. Thus corresponding

coefficients are equivalent and therefore equal.

An inductive or limit value Vk= [Vo, F¿<£¿ = ¿í>] may be called homogene-

ous if every key polynomial $¿(x) is homogeneous in F<_i (i=2, • ■ ■ , k). We

will prove

Theorem 16.3. yl«y inductive or limit-value constructed from a discrete

value Vo of K is equal to a homogeneous inductive or limit-value.

We have to prove that, if U=[Vk, U<b = p] is an augmented value over a

homogeneous value Vk, then U itself is equal to a homogeneous inductive

value. This is done by introducing successive homogeneous parts of <f> as new

keys. First use ^i(x), the homogeneous part of <j> in Vk- By Lemma 16.2

(5) Mix) co $(x)    (inFi),        deg iAi(x) = deg </.(*).

It follows that Mix) is a key polynomial over V\. Setting

n- Vk[Mx) -Mix)] > VkMix),
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we can construct a homogeneous value W\= [Vk, Wa¡/i=vi]. If pèvi, then

the sufficiency proof of Theorem 15.3 shows U=W\. Otherwise p>vi, and

Corollary 13.2 proves W'= [Wi, W'(p=p] an inductive value, which by

Lemma 15.1 is equal to U. We repeat the above argument, constructing a W2

from »/^(x), the principal part of (p in W\. This gives a sequence of homogene-

ous inductive values,

Wt = [Vk, Wii>i = xi, Wfa = v2, ■ ■ ■ , Wút = r,] (/ = 1, 2, • • • ).

The degrees of the «A<(«) are all identical by (5), so that Lemma 6.3 proves that

(6) V\ < v2 < Vz <  • • •

and thai each Vi is in the value-group Vk of Vk. By hypothesis and Theorem

6.7, this r* is discrete. Hence there is a smallest t with vt^p in (6), and U is

equal to the homogeneous value Wt- The advantage of so representing every

value in a homogeneous form lies in the following uniqueness theorem :

Theorem 16.4. Two homogeneous inductive or limit-values which are equal

must be identical.

If the equal values are V, and Wt as in §15, (4) and (5), then the asserted

identity means simply that

(7) F0 = JFo,        ,s = t,

(8) (pk = 4>k,        Pk = vk ik = 1, 2, • • • ,s).

The hypotheses readily give V0=W0 and (8) for A=l. Suppose (8) true up

to A—1 inclusive. Then Vk-\—Wk-\. We can assume s>k— 1, whence also

t>k— 1. Thence has the following invariant properties which refer only to

Vk-i=Wk-i and Vs=Wt: (pk is totally homogeneous in Vk-i, it has the first

coefficient 1 and it has the minimum degree consistent with the property

Vs(pk > Vk-i4>k. Furthermore \pk has the same properties. But these properties

uniquely determine (pk, for, since the difference (pk—tyk is of degree less than

(pk, its value is

Vk-ii<pk - fk) = V,i(pk— ik) ^ min [V,4>k, V,\pk] > min [Vk-i(pk, Vk^-pk}.

Hence by the triangle law (pk^ofk in F*_i, so that by Lemma 16.2, (¡>k = &k.

By Theorem 6.4, pk=Vk, as in (8). The induction ends when A reaches s = t,

and the identity F\= Wt is proved. A simple consequence is

Corollary 16.5. If every value of K is discrete, then no inductive value can

ever equal a limit-value, and no limit-value of constant degree type (§7) can

equal a limit-value not of this type.
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